COMBO DELTA INSTRUCTION LEAFLET
TM

NOTE: Ensure that all relevant personnel read the points listed below and that a copy is passed on to staff involved
with the installation. Please also refer to the ‘Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992’ during the handling of the
product and materials used for installation.

OPENING AND CLOSING THE UNIT:
Fig 2.

Fig 1.
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1. Lift both catches on either side of the door at the same time. Fig 1.
2. Lower the door out until it is resting on the retention straps. Fig 2.
3. To close push the door to until the catches click into place. Fig 3.

INSERTING A BAG:
1. Hook the open bag over the steel bag holder. Fig 4.
2. Lifting the bag holder slightly, hook the remaining bag over the two rubber grips located on both
corners of the bin and replace the bag holder to ensure a tight fit. Fig 5.
Fig 4.

Fig 5.
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GROUND FIXING:
KIT CONTENTS:
ITEM 1
TLM Fixing Bolts
ITEM 2
37mm Plastic Spacers
ITEM 3
M10 x 50mm Washers

x4
x2
x2

TOOLS REQUIRED:
Hammer
17mm Spanner and Socket Head
Electric Drill
10mm Masonry Drill Bit
Marker Pen

1. Remove the two black hole plugs at the front inside base of the
unit.
2. Using the fixing holes as a guide, mark on the ground where the
ground fixing bolts will go.
3. Drill the four holes marked to a minimum depth of 55mm using a
10mm masonry drill.
4. Remove the nut from the fixing bolts (Item 1) and slide on the
plastic spacers (Item 2) followed by an m10 washer (Item 3).
5. Using the hammer insert the two rear fixing bolts into the ground
leaving 65mm protruding above ground. Fig 6.
6. Slide the bin backwards onto the fixing bolts ensuring the bolts are
located within the fixing recesses. Fig 7.
7. Insert the remaining fixing bolts through the front of the unit.
8. Fully tighten all bolts using the supplied nuts until the bin is
securely fixed. Fig 8 and 9.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE:
Cleaning
We would recommend a warm pressure wash with soap or alternatively hand wash with 10% solution of
mild detergent in warm water using a soft bristle brush followed by a rinse with clean water.
Graffiti
Felt tip pen or paint may be removed from Durapol using Glasdon Grafitix Graffiti wipes or other
proprietary graffiti remover. Carefully follow the instructions, particularly the guidelines covering safety.
Ensure that all traces of chemicals are removed then clean as detailed above. Please be aware that graffiti
removers can damage signs and personalization stickers etc. Protect these areas when using graffiti
removers.
Maintenance
A planned maintenance schedule of regular inspection is recommended and components replaced
when necessary.
TM

TM

AND COMBO DELTA ARE TRADEMARKS OF GLASDON GROUP OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES IN
THE U.K. AND OTHER COUNTRIES.
Replacement components are available direct from Glasdon Inc.

Glasdon reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

Glasdon Inc cannot be held responsible for claims arising from incorrect installation, unauthorized modifications or misuse of
the product.
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